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Abstract

Face recognition includes both face identification and face verification .Most facial recognition algorithms work
well in detecting and recognizing faces on images, videos and video streams from webcam. However these
algorithms work on 2-Dimensional frames, but these are not able to discriminate between live faces and photo
faces. For facial recognition door opener , it is easy to make a distinction between known faces and unknown
faces . But when an ill-intentioned person entered by showing an authorized person’s photo it is difficult to
detect. The purpose of the paper is to implement face liveness detection algorithm based on eye-blink detection
to prevent photo attacks. The algorithm implemented on keras and Open CV with python in windows platform.
When a live face is taken through a webcam it displays the person’s name when they blinked.

Keywords Open CV, keras, eye-blink detection, face liveness detection algorithm.

1. Introduction

Face detection and recognition can be done in many ways [2,3,4,10]. But it is easy to use
face_recognition library that provides deep learning methods to detect and recognize the faces. Along with this
library the face_locations , face_encodings and  compare_faces  functions are plays a vital role.
The face_locations method can be detect faces using the following methods

1. Histrogram of oriented Gradients (HoG) 
2. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). 

To encode the given image into features of 128 vectors a Convolutional Neural Network which is a pre-trained
network known as face_encodings is used. This embedding vector provides enough information to differentiate
between two different faces. Two embedding vectors distance can be computed using the function
compare_faces. Initially face is extracted from a webcam frame and then it is compared with the embedding
vector obtained from encoded faces from dataset. The closest vectors have minimum distance that corresponds to
the same person [5].
Flowchart of the algorithm used:

2. Steps involved in Real-time Face liveness detection using Keras

A. Encoding dataset of known faces
In this paper, the algorithm is designed to recognize two faces myself and Trisha Krishnan. I have taken nearly
50 pictures of each. The following code is used to encode our database of known faces.
encoding = face_recognition.face_encodings(image, boxes)
Next, we need to differentiate between a photo face and a live face.

B. Real time face liveness detection

To classify whether an eye is closed or open, a trained a Convolutional Neural Network is required. The LeNet-5
CNN model was chosen that has been trained on the Closed Eyes in the Wild (CEW) dataset. It consists of
approximately 4800 eye images in size of 24x24.I got 94.4% accuracy for 20 epochs when the model is
evaluated. The following libraries are required to train the CNN by using the following code.

from keras.models import Sequential

from keras.layers import Conv2D

from keras.layers import AveragePooling2D

from keras.layers import Flattern

from keras.layers import Dense

from keras.preprocessing.image import ImageDataGenerator

Whenever an eye is detected [1] its status can be predicted using this model, and the process will be continued for
each person to keep track of the eyes status [8,9].

Therefore, it becomes really easy to detect an eye blinking [6, 7] using the following function .It tries to find a
closed-open-closed pattern in the eyes status history.

Eye blinking function: def isBlinking(history, maxFrames):

for i in range(maxFrames):

pattern = '1' + '0'*(i+1) + '1'
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if pattern in history:

return True

return False

Fig1: closed eye dataset given for training

Fig2: opened eye dataset given for training

 

 

 

C. Face recognition of living people
A Real-time Face recognition algorithm can be performed once the known faces encoding dataset (Closed Eyes
In The Wild (CEW) dataset) and trained CNN (LeNet-5) are ready. Now by using OpenCV with pre-trained
Haar-cascade classifier we can detect faces and eyes in real-time using the following code.

def detect_and_display(model, video_capture,face_detector,open_eyes_detector, left_eye_detector,
right_eye_detector, data, eyes_detected):

frame = video_capture.read()

# resize the frame

frame = cv2.resize(frame, (0, 0), fx=0.6, fy=0.6)

gray = cv2.cvtColor(frame, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)

rgb = cv2.cvtColor(frame, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB)

# Detect faces

faces = face_detector.detectMultiScale(gray, scaleFactor=1.2,minNeighbors=5,

minSize=(50, 50),

flags=cv2.CASCADE_SCALE_IMAGE)

 

 The function def detect_and_display uses the arguments model , video_capture, face_detector,
open_eyes_detector, left_eye_detector, right_eye_detector, data, eyes_detected . The functionality

of arguments are mentioned below.

Argument Purpose

model open/closed eyes classifier

video_ capture To get stream video

face_ detector
Haar-cascade face classifier

haarcascade_frontalface_alt.xml

open_ eyes_ detector Haar-cascade open eye classifier
haarcascade_eye_tree_eyeglasses.xml

left_ eye_ detector Haar-cascade left eye classifier used to detect open or
closed eyes.haarcascade_lefteye_2splits.xml

right _eye_ detector Haar-cascade right eye classifier used to detect open or
closed eyes. haarcascade_righteye_2splits.xml

data Set of known encodings and known names
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eyes_ detected Set of eyes status history containing for each name

 

 

3. Results:

 

An effective algorithm for the face liveness detection of human being in real time based on eye blinking using
keras and OpenCV is performed. This algorithm declares the liveness of a face i.e whether the face is photo face
or live face using the blinking function. The libraries OpenCV 4.2, Keras2.2.4 a deep learning
framework based on the Tensor flow and few supporting libraries are CV2, numpy,tqdm,imutils, PIL are
used. The environments used are executed on Windows 10 Operating System with python3.7.7.

Fig 3: Person placed in front of camera Fig 4: Person from photo placed in front of camera

Fig 5: Real time human and photo facing camera for liveness detection.

 

4. CONCLUSION

Initially from the webcam stream a frame is grabbed and resized to speed up computations. Then faces are
detected from the frame and encoded into a 128-d vector. These vectors are compared with the known face
encodings so that eyes are detected into face boxes. With the help of function open_eye_detector first detected
the eyes whether it is open or not? If the detector succeeds, it gives the conclusion that the eyes are open. Since
the open_eye_detector  cannot detect closed eyes. The left_eye  and right_eye  detectors are used i f the first
classifier has failed, then the face is separated into left and right side for the respective detectors to be classified.
Then eye part is extracted and the trained model predicts whether the eyes are closed. If one closed eye is
detected, then both eyes are predicted to be closed and a ‘0’ is added to the eyes status history. Otherwise it’s
concluded that the eyes are open. Finally the isBlinking()  function is used to detect eye blinking and the person
has blinked eye it concluded a liveness face of a real time image. This work produces appreciable results with
94 .4% accuracy for 20 epochs when the model is evaluated.
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